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France is World Champion!!! Cocorico...... You don’t 
believe me??? 
Yet we beat Spain and Great-Britain to go up to the 
top of the podium! Our representatives even succee-
ded individually with two gold medals, one silver and 
one bronze.

Anyway, France once again climbed on the top of the 
world of the discipline as we have been used to doing 
for years. But for this vintage, the harvest was won-
derful. Lovers of triathlon can understand right away 
that we’re talking about our French Team of... Duath-
lon... And yet, even if France knows such a success in 
this discipline, we can only regret that no French TV 
dedicated to sports (24hours a day) did any allusion 
to this wonderful harvest. Very few sports can brag of 
representing so greatly the French colors... 

Yes, but duathlon is not historical, duathlon is not an olympic sport, duathletes don’t go out 
with models... 
Anyway, this discipline is classified among confidential sports... Congratulations to Sandra, 
Sabrina, Benoît, Etienne... You can be proud of having represented France so well, we really 
are! The next pages destined to a more informed public won’t change the medias and won’t 
make this sport more well-known but it’s a way for us to pay tribute...     

For the rest of the program of this magazine, we will let you discover it and make it discover! 
TrimaX-hebdo has just overcome 5000 «likes» on its fan-page, we count on you to help us 
go further! 
Have a good reading!

Edito

The team

STAY CONNECTED
Our fanpage FACEBOOK
@trimaxhebdo
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Forte Village 
Triathlon

26 OTTOBRE 2014

fortevillagetriathlon.com

HALF DISTANCE // SPRINT DISTANCE

Text and pictures by Jacvan, jacvan@droits-réservés

become Challenge

http://www.fortevillagetriathlon.com/en/
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TrimaX-hebdo : How was born the idea of organi-
zing the triathlon of Forte Village? 
For many years Forte Village has been renowned 
for its Sport Academy and the partnership signed 
with top international sport brand and athletes.
From the Chelsea FC Soccer School to the Rug-
by weeks with legends like Austin Healey and Will 
Greenwood, from Ettore Messina and the CSKA 
Basketball Academy to the tennis clinic with Pat 
Cash… and so on.
Witnessing the global growth of interest for cy-
cling, we have followed the wave offering support 
and professionalism to all the bike lovers…
Considering the environment where we are, the 
step towards triathlon was very short and a com-
petition was the best way to communicate our di-
rection to the world.

It’s true that we could have kept the secret and 
continue training by ourselves along this specta-
cular costal road, but we like to share this passion 
and it’s also part of our mission.

TrimaX-hebdo : Why did you choose Challenge la-
bel this year ? 
To organise a Triathlon had been on our agen-
da for a while and last here we decided to pilot a 
triathlon event (sprint and middle distance) that 
attracted more than 400 participants, big success 
for a premiere.
The race was a great success and athletes loved ob-
viously the course and the location, but also our 
hospitality - pasta party and gala dinner were se-
cond to no one! - then our way of making everyone 
feel special for us.
Challenge Family has a nice approach to triathlon, 
and we noticed it. They offer anybody a chance of 
being part of the movement and not only a spot-
light for super fit athletes. So we sit together stu-
dying a long-term partnership that will take us 
through the next years, when we really want to 
add our experience to theirs and change some 
rules of all events. Extraordinary standards, great 
locations, 5 star care.

TrimaX-hebdo : Could you explain how you choose 
this date ?
The date perfectly fits in our calendar, offering a 

FOCUS RACE

http://www.alpetriathlon.com/
http://www.ekoi.fr/fr/
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FOCUS RACE

perfect weather at the very end of a long European 
season.
Also, October is a very good time to visit Sardinia, 
with quite beaches and warm sea.
A perfect combination to for a great race and a 
memorable event.
A good chance for a meeting with the team to plan 
2015 or an excuse for a short extra holiday with 
the family.

TrimaX-hebdo : What’s the climate conditions at 
this period (end of october) ? 
October is the last month of the extroadinarily 
long summer in Sardinia. The days are still long 
and warm, with milder temperatures than those 
seen in the peak months of summer. 
Perfect conditions for a triathlon race!

TrimaX-hebdo : What is the profile of the race? 
The scenic bike leg is breathtaking but not so hard, 
although it climbs a total of about 800 m ascend.

TrimaX-hebdo : Can you present the region ?
LSardinia is a wonderful island in the middle of 
the Mediterranean, a must see destination for the 
lovers of Italian authenticity and tradition. Our 
race takes place is the South west cost of Sardinia: a 
area where you can find amazing beaches made of 
sand dunes, history, and Mediterrenean vegetation. 
In the area you can’t miss places such as Pula, a 

charming colourful town in south west Sardinia 
with a selection of shops, restaurants, ice cream 
shops and café bars. The ancient archaeological 
ruins on the coast at Nora are nearby, considered 
one of the best examples in Sardinia of an ancient 
Roman provincial city, with temples, baths and 
mosaic floors clearly visible. The nearest beach is 
at Nora and there is a natural marine shelter and 
sea turtle rescue centre at Nora Lagoon.
Chia is a small village surrounded by fig groves, 
once protected against pirate raids by the Torre 
di Chia, an ancient stone watchtower. On the 
other side of the tower is the fabulous Chia beach, 
with a forest of Juniper trees and sand dunes as a 
backdrop to the beautiful white sands found here. 
Inland are the caves of the Grotta de s’Acqua Salia 
and the Grotta Is Zuddas, only recently discovered.
The bike course of the race will be a wonderful 
opportunity to see all of this and much more!
Moreover, Cagliari, the capital of Sardinia, is 
located only 45 minutes from Forte Village: an 
ideal place for a day trip before or after the big 
event!
 
TrimaX-hebdo : How many competitors can you 
welcome ?
The resort itself is composed of 7 hotels for a total 
capacity to accommodate about 1600 guests.
In terms of athletes, we can target a maximum of 1000 
athletes because it’s really important to us to guarantee 
security, safety and quality to all participants. 

V800.
Chosen by champions.

Frederik Van Lierde
IRONMAN World Champion

Polar V800 with integrated GPS is the ultimate choice for the most ambitious athletes. 
It helps you reach your peak when you most need it. 

• Gives real-time guidance in every sport you do
• Combines training load with 24/7 activity and shows true recovery status  
• Syncs training details to the Polar Flow app and service 

That's Smart Coaching, since 1977.  Discover more at Polar.com

http://www.polar.com/
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Photos by Marco Bardella

DUATHLON

GOLD OR NOTHING !

DUATHLON

The French team won gold at the Duathlon World Championships in Spain, by team but also in individual with Benoit Nicolas 

and Sandra Levenez. Etienne Diemunsch ranks 2nd and Sabrina Montmarteau 3rd.

Sandra Levenez was alone after the first run... in-
credible ! 

After three silver medals and two bronze medals at the 
world championships, she was finally able to collect 
gold this year

TRIhebdo12

World Championships

It was a bad 
day for Pierre 
Joncheray…

#FINISswim
ALEX STUDZINSKI  |  OPEN WATER CHAMPION

http://www.triathloncastellar.fr
http://www.finisinc.com/


DUATHLON

Podiums have been a time of happyness, sharing and pride in the French team

Arnaud Grandjean and his partner won their category in pa-
ratriathlon in 1h01’41.

Victory for David Travadon in 
1h04’28 Benoît Nicolas in gold !

MEN
1. Benoit Nicolas FRA 01:50:18

2. Etienne Diemunsch FRA 01:50:39

3. Emilio Martin ESP 01:50:57

4. Philip Wylie GBR 01:51:05

5. Alexis Rodriguez ESP 01:51:41

6. Rob Woestenborghs BEL 01:52:35

7. David Castro Fajardo ESP 01:53:06

8. Toumi Dahmani MAR 01:53:16

9. Raul Amatriain Arraiza ESP 01:53:20

10. Gustavo Rodriguez Iglesias ESP 01:53:31

WOMEN
1. Sandra Levenez FRA 02:04:07

2. Gillian Backhouse AUS 02:05:26

3. Sabrina Monmarteau FRA 02:05:42

4. Franziska Scheffler GER 02:06:13

5. Petra Fasungova SVK 02:06:33

TEAM

1. France
01:33:19

2. Spain
01:34:20

3. Great Britain
01:35:06

Edith Dassé won 
her category in  
paratriathlon in 
1h33’46.

They were 7 to put the bike at the same time T2

RESULTS

TRIhebdo 15TRIhebdo14

The Frenchies had to hang on the bike because of Spa-
nish triathletes who accelerated in the bumps to try to 
break the group ...

The victory was played between two French who know 
... but the race stays the race ...



RACE REPORT

A Belgian could be hiding another one... Frederik Van Lierde decided to go to the IM Frankfurt this year, and therefore 

couldn’t make it for the IM France. Nevertheless the title remained to a Belgian since his dolphin from the 2013 edi-

tion managed to win this time, sweeping his first victory on the ironman distance, while his compatriot, Tine Deckers, 

followed his steps a few minutes later in the women’s race, winning her fourth crown on the «Prom ‘» («promenade 

des anglais») and establishing a new record at the same time! 
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Ironman France puts Belgium again in the spotlight ... 

Text by Jacvan, photos jacvan.events©copyrights
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27 JUILLET 2014

3 MAI 2015

28 JUIN 2015

©ironman_nice

RACE REPORT

He had offered us a fantastic performance in 
2013 engaged in an intense mano a mano 
battle with his fellow Frederik Van Lierde 

on the famous Promenade des Anglais (that should 
almost be renamed Promenade of the Belgians!). 

But the soon-to-be-world champion on the dis-
tance, had managed to deal with his tremendous 
return till the end to score his third victory. Never-
theless, a few minutes after his arrival, Frederik 
had confessed he had doubts concerning his win 
up until the finish line... We must admit that, for 
his first participation, not only Bart Aernouts had 
beaten the record on the run segment but had also 
improved the overall record of the event (in 2013, 
the first two men had broken cycling and final re-
cord). 
Therefore, in Frederik Van Lierde absence, all eyes 
were naturally turned towards the talented but also 
very discreet Bart Aernouts. 
 
«An Ironman race is long and you can always make mis-
takes. The race in Nice is very fair because it features 
a challenging bike part that really consecrate whoever 
is the strongest at the end without having had any bad 

luck. I focus myself on my race and I know that with 
proper preparation I can get rid of some of the pressure. 
In addition, I do not consider myself the favorite. Al-
though Frederik is absent this year, I do not think the 
race will be much easier to win !»
It was out of the question for the Belgian now be-
longing to the BMC-Uplaces team, to be too confi-
dent given the competition. And French pro repre-
sentatives had a good chance to make it this year : 
Hervé Faure had already won on the Prom’. 
Bertrand Billard was the recent winner of 70.3 Aix-
en-Provence, Jeremy Jurkiewicz had made an al-
most perfect race in Aix... Hopes were high to see a 
French on the podium and why not on the highest 
step? 
 
Looking on the other international athletes side, 
two tenors of the sport were also to be watched 
carefully :
Victor Del Corral, the Spaniard who had already 
won other IM race and the Bermudian athlete, 
Tyler Butterfield, who was making a return to 
France after several years of absence (he was part 
of a pro cycling team a few years ago). 
What more to say about this race that you were able 

Bart Aernouts

http://eu.ironman.com/%23axzz36FyDaEG5
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to watch LIVE on our website and via our smart-
phone app? 
Never an edition of the IM France has offered so 
many twists leaving us breathless till the end .
 
... Firstly, this was the first time in 10 editions that 
IM Nice encountered such heavy raining during 
the bike segment. It did happen in the past that a 
few drops of rain were invited but never with such 
an intensity. As the result, the athletes were better 
off being very careful on the bike to avoid falls... 
nevertheless, a good number of triathletes found 
themselves ashore.
Pros did not escape to the rule like Jeremy Jur-
kiewicz who was the first to fall while heading the 
competition. The bike part became very chaotic 
compared to previous years. You had to careful-
ly evaluate the danger of every situation to avoid 
the accident on a slippery road but meanwhile not 
waste too much time... 
Bart Aernouts and Bertrand Billard appeared to 
have struck the right balance, up until the last des-
cent where the Belgian fell off, fortunately without 
any gravity, just enough to penalize himself a few 
seconds ... More fear than harm.
A few minutes later, it was Tyler’s turn to fall more 
heavily ... He managed, with a scratched shoulder 

and ripped shorts, to get back on the bike a few se-
conds later as well. 
We were all expecting «a Bart show» during the 
running segment, and, true to his reputation, it 
just took him a handful of minutes to leave Bil-
liards and take the lead of the competition. This 
year, the roles were somewhat reversed since it was 
Aernouts running for the victory but having to deal 
with the come back of his opponents... one in parti-
cular : Victor Del Corral !
The Spaniard, also former duathlete, was swal-
lowing kilometers of the marathon at an incredible 
pace, grabbing precious places from his opponents. 
On the last lap, only Bart was containing his return 
... but for how long? 
 
In front of a crowd under his spell (a large Belgian 
delegation had made the trip to Nice) Bart Aernouts 
signed his first Ironman victory with the very res-
pectable time of 8h33’22. «I’m really happy, this is 
certainly my greatest victory.» 

He had been able to contain Victor’s return who fi-
nished second in 8h37’23. 

The podium was completed by the Bermudian 
Tyler Butterfield. With his legendary fair-play, he 

Tyler
Butterfield

Victor

Del Corral

http://www.rotorfrance.com/


emphasized the very good performance of Jeremy 
Jurkiewicz who after leading the race on the bike 
(up until km 70) and also holding on the podium 
for several kilometers on the run, crossed the finish 
line in fourth position completely exhausted ...
«Jeremy had a very good performance today and if 
he hadn’t played as much with bad luck, he would 
have taken the third spot on the podium ... he fully 
deserves it» ... the vagaries of sport with its good 
and bad. Jeremy’s fitness was there but it was just a 
bad day for him: two falls, one flat... While Jeremy 
had fulfilled his mission (he hoped for the Top 5), 
it was with a bitter taste that he finished the race, 
even thinking at one point to bail out and to never 
come back to Nice ! A few hours later, his compe-
titive soul had regained the advantage and he pro-
mised us to come back to take his revenge! 
However, this 4th position secures him a spot at the 
IM World Championships in Hawaii. A few weeks 
before, he plans to participate to the 70.3 World 
Championships in Mont Tremblant, fully acconm-
plishing his duty.
 
IM Nice 2014 a race full of suspense... also on the 
women side. 
 
Even if Tine Deckers, former 4 times winner of the 
title on the Prom, was the favorite on paper, all eyes 
were on the English Leanda Cave, IM world cham-

pion in 2012. Hence, it was almost logical that she 
took the lead right from the start on the swim to 
increase it even further during the first part of the 
bike part over her next competitors: Katy Blake-
more and Caitlin Snow. But the British soon faced 
a big problem as she was stopped by a referee... She 
had forgotten her bib number !! She could be dis-
qualified on the spot unless she was accepting to 
return to the transition to get it back... She accep-
ted but definitely let any chance of victory and po-
dium escape ! With a time of 6:07 on the bike leg, 
she eventually gave up during the run. 
 
At the front, Tine Deckers was starting to enhanced 
her effort and gradually was taking over her oppo-
nents demonstrating that motherhood had taken 
away nothing from her power or her bike velocity.
With 5h06’37, she set the fastest bike time and ar-
rived at the bike park first followed by the American 
Caitlin Snow who began an incredible comeback on 
the run, like an onslaught on victory. The French 
public was all eyes on the national representatives 
especially the local one, Jeanne Collonge. But her 
health problems before the race started to hit her 
during the run. The French, supported by the en-
couragement had only the finish line in mind re-
gardless of the place she would end in... 
Pushed into a corner, the Belgian delivered all her 
remaining forces to cross the finish line 1st to win 
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Jérémy

Jurkiewicz

http://www.accessoires-running.com
http://www.prologotouch.com/


her fourth title and beat her record despite the un-
favorable weather conditions. Caitlin Snow crossed 
the finish line less than a minute later! A few more 
kilometers and we would certainly have witnessed 
a sprint! Lisa Roberts completed the podium. 
 
To be noted, the very good performance of the 
French athletes who trusted three places in the 
Top 10 : Jeanne Collonge (6th), Alexandra Louison 
(7th) and Anne Basso (9th). On the men’s side, it is 
4 French in the top 10: Jeremy Jurkiecwicz (4th), 
Bertrand Billard (6th), Trevor Delsaut (7th), José 
Jeuland (9th). 
Although there has been some disappointments, 
the result on paper is more than sa-

tisfactory! Congratulations to all as well as all the 
other french age groupers that shone during this 
event. Congratulations to Guillaume Jeannin, first 
French amateur who finished ninth overall and 2nd 
in his class and to all the other French who won 
their age group: Edouard Entraygues (10th in the 
scratch ) in 40-44, Cédric Jacquot (12th scratch) 
in 35-39, Jérémy Morel (19th to scratch) in 18-24 
Kuentz Benoit (30th scratch) in 25-29, Hugues 
Schuster (32nd scratch) in 45-49 Linda Guinoiseau 
(83 scratch) in 40-44, Thierry Champoussin (153rd 
scratch) in 50-54, Céline Bousrez (232nd scratch) 
in 35-39, 50-54 in Sinko Valérie André Lestienne in 
60-64 ... without forgetting all the other places on 
the podium ...

Jeanne

Collonge

Tine Deckers

RACE REPORT
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TrimaX-hebdo : How did you arrive in triathlon?
Yann : 
First through cycling, which I discovered around my 
40’s, and which has become a privileged moment with 
my friends every Sunday morning. Then we succeeded 
challenges: mountain bike raid, Tour stage, until my 
first triathlon: the Tristar in Monaco, a new revelation 
with incredible emotions! 
Christophe : 
I had been running for a very long time, and I wanted 
to discover something else, and above all to go to less 
traumatizing sports for my age... 
Triathlon was the solution! 
          
TrimaX-hebdo : TYou have a 
very busy professional activity, 
can you tell us your daily sche-
dule? 
Yann : 
I can tell you an ordinary week. 
Every Sunday morning, I ride 
around 100 km with friends, fol-
lowed by running, around 20 mi-
nutes on the treadmill at home. 
Every Saturday, I have a general 
physical preparation session with a coach of 1 hour, fol-
lowed by a running session in the forest. 
In the week, according to my trips and agenda, I try to 
run 2 times a week in the morning before taking my 

daughter to school or sometimes during lunchtime. I 
generally go to the swimming-pool only 2 to 3 mon-
ths before a goal for a 1 hour session, 2 to 3 per week: 
one in the morning, one during lunchtime, one in the 
weekend. 
I think the biggest part of my preparation is for the 
Schneider Electric Marathon in Paris, which I’ve been 
doing every year since my first Ironman. 
Christophe : 
I’m at the office around 8.30am/9am according to my 
trainings detailed thereafter. Work and meetings in 

the morning. Light lunch 
(even a professional lunch) 
but never sports at that 
moment, I prefer in the 
morning. Studying after-
noon at the office... End 
of work at around 7.30 
pm/8pm depending on the 
events, diners...

TrimaX-hebdo : Triathlon 
is made of three sports, how 
do you manage your sche-
dule to train ?

Yann : 
Out of the bike and run sequences, by lack of time 
and by concerns of sharing with friends, I apprehend 
isolated every discipline : «social ride» every Sunday 

I’d have liked to be a triathlete... After reading such an 

article as the previous one, many of you think that it is 

a wonderful human and sporting adventure but your 

timetable doesn’t allow you at all to find enough time and 

training battlements to even think about it... 

And yet, you can do an Ironman even with numerous 

professional obligations... 

The proof with Yann Le Moenner, General Director of ASO 

(Tour de France) and Christophe Boccard, director of 

communication at RTL2/Fun Radio. Crossed interview...

The triathlete businessman…blues !!!
Christophe Boccard

2YEARS 
QUALITY 
WARRANTY

NICE TO
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REPORT
morning with friends, running for the Marathon, and 
swimming at the last moment as a «panic training».    
Christophe : 
5 days a week of training, on the following basis:
Monday : rest (cladding when waking up)
Tuesday morning from 7am to 8.30am : run
Wednesday morning from 7am to 8.30am : swim alone
Thursday from 8.30pm to 9.45pm : swim with the Club
Friday : rest (cladding when waking up)
Saturday from 9.30am to 1pm : alternation of running/
biking with or without transition
Sunday from 7.30am to 1pm : long ride
 
TrimaX-hebdo : Why did you choose such a demanding 
distance as Ironman ?
Yann : 
Once I had done my first triath-
lon, I have been attracted by this 
ultimate distance, a truly unknown 
jump with the only goal to be a fi-
nisher !
Christophe : 
After trying the triathlon of Paris in 
July 2011 and 2012, I thought that 
doing an Ironman would be a «Big 
Challenge»! And we all have deep 
inside of us reasons to do this kind 
of challenge.

TrimaX-hebdo : Had you already 
done this race? Why did you choose 
this IM?
Yann : 
This year was my third participa-
tion in Nice. I love this city, its ener-
gy, its Promenade, the organization 
is perfect and the race director is 
reassuring and full of good advice. 
Christophe : 
This year is my second participation after a first one 
last year in Nice. 

TrimaX-hebdo : How did your race go ?
Yann : 
Quietly, I managed every discipline calmly, trying to 
keep energy as much as possible with a strong atten-
tion to my nutrition on the bike and downhills in order 
not to fall under the rain. 
Christophe : 
I was very happy to confirm a second IM one year after 
another! As if I needed to do it twice to confirm it... The 
approach was totally different from last year. I knew 
that I had it in my legs, so I was more confident and I 
had less pressure.  
The swim went very well, the bike was more compli-
cated with 3 hours of strong rain on the second down-

hill of the course and the run was very slow, to finish in 
12h18, 10 minutes less than last year... Goal achieved!

TrimaX-hebdo : Was this race in accordance with your 
expectations despite difficult weather conditions? 
Yann : 
Really beyond my expectations. I did under 12h, 
«11h44», whereas my best performance in Nice was 
13h20. 

Christophe : 
Yes, totally, even if I think I could have done under 12h 
with better weather conditions... But I’m a double Fi-
nisher ! 

TrimaX-hebdo : Did you want to 
qualify for Hawaii ? 
Yann : 
Absolutely not, never in my life I 
would be close to that level! Howe-
ver, I’m a little ashamed to tell you 
that I had the great honor to have 
a Wild Card last year... Unforget-
table experience accomplished in 
a little bit more than 12h30 with 
great memories! Thanks!
Christophe : 
Not at all! As I’m in the age group 
40-44, it was impossible... 

TrimaX-hebdo : What would you 
say to a person having very few 
time but tempted by triathlon ? 
Yann : 
Go for it! No hesitation!
He will discover a sharing and pas-
sion spirit. Distances and events 

are numerous, he will obviously find something that 
fits and he will keep forever the emotion of the very 
first time he went in the water, his first transition, and 
his first finish line. 
It is absolutely possible to practice this sport reaso-
nably even if the addiction is always in ambush!!
Christophe : 
This is a wonderful sport, which need will power, orga-
nization, but which you have to apprehend with plea-
sure! This is my point of view and the facts confirm 
that I’m right... But I want to say that if I managed to 
get there, it is also thanks to the great TRITRAINING 
Team whose training camp in April made me gain time 
for my preparation !
  
When Ironman rhymes with pleasure, a bit of organi-
zation, will power and determination... So, tempted ?

Yann Le Moenner

http://www.prologotouch.com/fr/
http://www.dare2tri.fr/
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RACE REPORT RESULTS
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MEN

1 Bart Aernouts   BEL  08:33:22

2 Victor Del Corral Morales ESP  08:37:23

3 Tyler Butterfield   BMU  08:40:56

4 Jeremy Jurkiewicz   FRA  08:44:45

5 Christian Brader   DEU  08:49:03

6 Bertrand Billard   FRA  08:55:03

7 Trevor Delsaut   FRA  08:58:44 

8 Darren Jenkins   AUS  09:14:14

9 Jose Jeuland   FRA  09:18:17

10 Clay Emge    USA  09:18:21

WOMEN

1 Tine Deckers   BEL  09:12:21

2 Caitlin Snow    USA  09:13:02

3 Lisa Roberts   USA  09:23:58

4 Eimear Mullan    IRL  09:39:53

5 Katy Blakemore    USA  09:49:55

6 Jeanne Collonge    FRA  09:50:07

7 Alexandra Louison   FRA  09:53:12

8 Maria Lemeseva   RUS  10:04:54

9 Anne Basso    FRA  10:07:39

10 Molly Roohi    USA  10:17:30



70.3 of Luxembourg :
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BELGIUM

HOLLAND

BELGIUM

LUXEMBOURG

trip in the center of brands

70.3 Luxembourg was the occasion for trimaX-Hebdo to do a press trip, who was invited 

to the event by organizers. Before the race, we could meet some partners, visit these  

companies’ headquarters and meet some brands which are coming on the French market. 

Let’s see what we’ve discovered...

Text and photos by Jacvan

During two days before the 
70.3 Luxembourg, a group 
of journalists of whom 

we were taking part, could meet 
partners of this event by going to 
their factories in order to know a 

little bit more on these brands and their manufac-
turing process...

It is 8.15 am on Thursday June 19th when we go to 
Ridley, a Belgium brand of bike frames. First under 
the name ofRace Production NV (1990), business 
essentially specialized on frames manufacturing 
for local retailers, the brand Ridley appeared in 
1997. 
Initially distributed locally, it has become in a few 
years the leader of the race bike market in Bel-
gium. Ever since, the Begium brand has never 
stopped innovating. In 2001, it launched its own 
component brand (4ZA) and arrived on the inter-
national market in 2002. It is a brand which claims 
its «WE ARE BELGIUM» ideal. 

It will be represented on the Tour de France by a 
team who clearly shows its Belgium identity! The 
team Lotto Belisol. Cyclists will have the Noah Fast 
and Helium SL model, with a retro design for the 
occasion. For triathlon, Ridley proposes the Dean 

range (3 models among which 1 TT bike) with an 
aero design. A model which was presented to us 
during this press trip. 
Before going to another destination to discover a 
new brand, we could appreciate the presentation 
of the new aero helmet model LAZER, the TAR-
DIZ.

And the time came to go to The 
Netherlands and to the Tacx facto-
ry, specialist in home-trainers. 
The brand has been focusing on 
cycling for a while but since Ja-
nuary 2014 and a partnership with 

IRONMAN, a new model doomed for triathletes 
could be launched : the TACX IRONMAN Trainer. 
With a homemade manufacturing and experts in 
the production unit, the company then benefits 
from a quality label. 
And triathletes didn’t make a mistake because it is 
the brand that Craig Alexander, Sebastian Kienle 
or the BMC team have chosen.

The Tacx home-trainer IRONMAN® works with 
the most sophisticated version of the Tacx Trainer 
software, capable to analyze performances and 
to simulate the courses of races with the highest 
accuracy. The road you take is displayed on the 
screen of your computer. 
The powerful motor brake of the apparel defines 

DISCOVERY

Ridley

Tacx
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DISCOVERY
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the characteris-
tics of the field by 
signals which are 
transmitted to the 
bike right away. 
By this way, you 
perfectly feel the 
percentage of a hill 
in the back wheel, 
and during simula-
tions of downhills, 
you feel as if you 
had wings.

The home-trainer IRONMAN®  is delivered with a 
front wheel support Skyliner, a Kona bottle and the 
DVD of the course of Hawaï. 
Tacx realized movies of IRONMAN courses espe-
cially for this type of home-trainer! A spotting of 
the bike course as if you were there!

On the next day, we had a meeting 
with Bioracer, an «innovating bike 
clothes» brand. Passion, confidence, 
fidelity, service and innovation are 
the master words of the Belgium 
brand. The mission of BIORACER 

is to shape solutions which improve the perfor-
mances of runners on the basis of biomechanics. 
The goal is to help athletes to win. 

Then, Bioracer has developed a revolutionary mea-
suring system adap-
ted to cycling. Their 
patented technolo-
gies prevents inju-
ries and optimizes 
performances. 

The Belgium brand 
is known for its in-
novation in cycling 
clothes, adapted to 
every cyclist, for 
comfort and per-
formance. Bioracer 
designs clothes for 
World Champions 
and also offers this 

competition technology to non-professional ath-
letes.  
Shirts, jackets, vests, but also tri-tops, tri-shorts 
and tri-suits (new) are part of the triathlon range 
for this year. 

Finally, the day ended up with a 
presentation of the World Cham-
pion Fred Van Lierde’s nutrition 
brand : Etixx. 
The brand proposes a wide range of 

nutrition supplements and sports nutrition of qua-
lity, adapted to the needs of professionals and ama-
teurs. The brand was born after the collaboration 
between a laboratory which was preparing nutri-
tion supplements (whose products Vitafyteal have 
been recognized for 10 years and advised by doc-
tors and pharmacists) and sports doctors, coaches 
and therapists. 
Its range is destined to professionals and amateurs 
for :
- Improve performances and effort endurance. 
- Decrease injuries. 
- Sustain the recovery process after an intensive ef-
fort. 
-  Back away the effects of some characteristics due 
to the age.

Armed with our press packs, we are finally ready 
to follow the 70.3 Luxembourg... Ready... Set... GO!!!

Dean FAST
REDEFINING
AERODYNAMICS
Crush the clock on any course with our 
FAST technologies: F-BrakeTM, F-SurfaceTM, 
and F-SplitforkTM.  We prove an IRONMAN 
worthy bike needs much more than only 
aerofoil-shaped tubes. 

Share your moment of glory #BuiltForGlory

www.ridley-bikes.com

built
for 
glory

SHARE & WIN!
capture your moment of glory
on photo and share it using the 
#builtforglory hashtag

#BuiltForGlory

@
Ridley Bikes

Bioracer

Etixx

http://www.kisskissbankbank.com
http://www.ridley-bikes.com/fr/fr/
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DISCOVERY

The 2012 Ironman European champion and se-
ven-time Ironman Austria winner didn’t have a 
good swim, but took the lead at the halfway point 
of the bike. 
In the water, defending champion Axel Zeebroek 
(BEL) set the pace together with Switzerland’s 
Manuel Kueng. Zeebroek exited the water in 
22:59 minutes at the front of a group of six that 
included German Nils Frommhold.

On the bike only Frommhold and Zeebroek were 
able to keep contact when Vanhoenacker passed 
the leaders and trailed by 20 seconds with 20 km 
to go. Vanhoenacker  had the fastest bike split of 
the day in 2:08:03 and led by 1:15. The German 
made up a minute over the first 10 kilometers, but 
Vanhoenacker held on to take the title in 3:47:47. 
Frommhold had the best run split (1:12:01) to fi-
nish in 3:49:05.

Defending champion Zeebroek ran into third in 
3:51:51.

Lisa Hütthaler had a perfect test race for her 
Ironman debut next Sunday at Ironman Austria 
in Klagenfurt (editor’s note : she finished 3rd). 
After winning in Mallorca and St. Poelten earlier 
this year, the 30-year old was in third place after 
the swim (27:54) and then dominated the bike. 
By 30 km Switzerland’s swim leader, Céline 
Schärer (24:25) and Lucie Zelenkova Reed (26:12) 
were passed by the Austrian. Hütthaler had an 
incredible 2:24:10 bike split, which put her 6:11 
ahead of Schärer and Britain’s Susie Hignett. 
Hütthaler’s 4:17:03 ensured her third Ironman 
70.3 win of 2014 ahead of Hignett (4:18:40) and 
the day’s fastest runner, Britain’s Alice Hector 
(1:17:17).

Course win&
Vanhoenacker

Hütthaler

Top 5 Men

1 Marino Vanhoenacker BEL 3:47:47

2 Nils Frommhold    GER 3:49:05

3 Axel Zeebroek    GER 3:51:51

4 Manuel Kueng    SUI 3:52:23

5 Romain Guillaume    FRA 3:56:11   

Top 5 femmes

1 Lisa Hütthaler AUT 4:17:03

2 Susie Hignett  GBR 4:18:40

3 Alice Hector  GBR  4:23:45

4 Céline Schäre SUI  4:29:29

5 Bianca Steure AUT  4:29:52

Lisa Hütthaler

Marino
Vanhoenacker

Romain
Guillaume

Axel Zeebroek

http://ceramicspeed.com/
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EXTREMEMAN SERIE

Frederik Van Lierde
gets reassured in Düren

From the beginning of the season, the World 

champion has not been lucky and has had 

some health problems which made him miss 

the podium, finishing very often at the 4th 

place. Even if ExtremeMan Düren was not 

a goal but a preparation race, it allows him 

to get a victory again. It’s good for his mind 

and motivation before the European Cham-

pionships IM in Frankfurt on the 6th of July.

Text and pictures by Jacvan

After Salou in Spain on the beginning of 
May, the next edition of an ExtremeMan 
event took place in Düren, Germany. It is 

brand new for this small German city situated a 
few kilometers away from Cologne. The program 
: 1900m swim, 85km bike (with more than 1200m 
altitude elevation) and a 20km running course.

For this race, everyone was focused on the World 
champion Frederik Van Lierde who came there for 
his preparation for the European championships 
on the 6th of July in Frankfurt. He also wanted to 
get reassured after several 4th place this season 
(Abu Dhabi, Cannes, Aix...) and get over it! The 
race was perfect because he took the lead from the 
swim until the end. He finished the overall race in 
3h53 with more than 8 minutes lead on the second 
guy. 

He can now feel safer for his training cycle in alti-
tude in Font Romeu during three weeks.

From the organization side, nothing to say, the 
event perfectly followed the specifications settled 
by the ExtremeMan series, which means to put 
the age groupers at the heart of the event so that 
they could feel pampered from the first to the last, 
everything in a wonderful landscape! The bet is a 
success!  

«The first victory of the season is a reality! 
Moreover, my first place of this week-end 
in Düren has arrived at the right moment 
in my preparation for the European cham-
pionships in Frankfurt on the next 6th of 
July.»

EXTREMEMAN SERIE



TOP 10 HOMMES

1 VAN LIERDE Frederik BEL 03:54:53

2 RAHN Fabian GER  04:03:02

3 JACOBS Tim BEL  04:06:15

4 LIEBELT Markus GER 04:09:45

5 VERLINDEN Ben BEL  04:12:00

6 MOONEN Hans BEL  04:14:55

7 APPERMANS Mario BEL 04:15:13

8 KLEIN Alexander GER 04:16:04

9 KLUTE Marcel GER  04:16:15

10 LOOSE Christopher  04:19:07

11 BILD Daniel GER  04:21:30

TOP 10 FEMMES

1 VAN DER BURG Karlijn NED  04:51:00

2 KLEIN Myriam GER  04:51:07

3 JACOBI Birgit GER  04:55:45

4 SCHNAß Nicole GER  04:59:51

5 OTTEN Sylvia GER  05:00:35

6 HOUBEN Verena GER  05:04:02

7 DIAWUOH Annabel GER  05:05:19

8 GSCHWANDTNER Isabella 05:11:03

9 ROSENBLATT Lisa USA 05:14:56

10 HÖHNE Jenifer GER  05:21:10

SERIE EXTREMEMAN
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http://www.extreme-man.com/emgeneral/index.html
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CONCENTRATED ENERGY 
EVERY TYPE OF EXERCISE HAS ITS CORRESPONDING ENERGY GEL

Because your needs are not the same
according to the moment and intensity!

LIQUID ANTIOXIDANT GEL

Through the combined action of 
its vitamins, minerals, calcium and 
magnesium, the ANTIOXIDANT GEL 
contributes to good muscle function 
and provides optimal energy to 
maintain a constant rhythm during 
exercise.

Use: Take 1 gel ANTIOXIDANT at the start and midway

Flavours: Lemon, Red berries, Green apple.

Contributes
to good muscle function

Magnesium
Calcium

LIQUID ENERGIX®

Its complex carbohydrates 
(maltodextrins, glucose syrup, dextrose, 
fructose), vitamins and minerals make 
it a gel that’s perfectly adapted to 
endurance events. 

Use: take 1 ENERGIX® gel every 45 minutes to 1 hour or at each 
food station.

Flavours: Lemon, Fruits of the forest, Green apple.

Instant energy 
Ideal for di�cult patches

LIQUID COUP DE FOUET® 

A real concentration of instant energy!
Take a COUP DE FOUET® during your 
event when faced with a difficult patch 
and to give you a boost before the finish.

Use: take 1 COUP DE FOUET® gel when facing a difficult 
patch and over the last few kilometres. 

Flavours: Lemon, Red berries.

Gradual energy
the ultimate endurance gel

DISCOVER THE RANGE 
OVERSTIM.s®
AN ORGANIC VERSION

“

OVERSTIM.s - ESPACE TRÉHUINEC - 56890 PLESCOP - FRANCE - Tel: +33 (0)297 622 172
Email: export@overstims.com - www.overstims.com

pub_gels_trimax_UK.indd   1 15/04/14   09:19

NUTRITION

Intense and extended physical efforts, tiredness 

accumulation, dehydration, heat... We think 

that 20% of triathletes have cramps during an 

IRONMAN. Even if triathlon is a demanding sports 

for your muscles, suffering from cramps is not a 

fatality!

Ouch... 

By Marion Rouxel, dietician nutritionist at OVERSTIM.s®

a cramp !

http://www.triathlongcotedebeaute.com
http://www.overstims.com/
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It is necessary to know 
how to hydrate to warn the 

cramps

The cramps watch and do not 
forgive!

They touch professional as 
amateur

7

What is an effort muscular cramp?

The muscular cramp is a brief sudden 
contraction, intense and involuntary, of a 
part of a muscle or the whole muscle. It is 

generally situated in a muscle submitted to strong 
constraints. A cramp can leave intense muscular 
pains several hours after an effort.

What are the contributing factors and 
how to efficiently avoid them?

A depletion of the energy reserves :
Performance in triathlon depends, among other 
aspects, of the quantity of glycogen (main fuel of 
your muscles during an effort), stocked before 
the effort. A depletion of these glycogen reserves 
induces a depletion of glucose available during an 
effort, especially if the triathlete doesn’t refuel. In 
these conditions, the muscle which has less fuel isn’t 
working as well. Be careful with your carbohydrate 
ration before and during the effort.

An unadapted hydration and a badly 
compensated sweating : 
Af insufficient hydration causes an imbalance of 
electrolytes in blood concentration (magnesium, 
sodium, potassium, calcium...) and a concentration 
of effort wastes such as lactic acid. Moreover, an im-
portant sweating induces a mineral loss and can have 
aftereffects on neuromuscular junctions. All these 
modifications could instigate cramps or aggravate 
them. In order to be well-hydrated and compensate 
the sweat losses, choose the effort drink HYDRIXIR® 
ANTIOXYDANT. During your training and on race 
day, HYDRIXIR® ANTIOXYDANT hydrates you 
and gives you energy, calcium and magnesium for a 
good muscular functioning.

A mineral deficiency : 
Sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium 
intervene in the muscular contraction. You should 
vary your food daily. 

Think about whole cereals, nuts, almonds, cocoa for 
their input in magnesium and dairy products, sar-
dines with bones for calcium. Green vegetables and 
mineral waters also bring these minerals. You should 
increase your salt input the days before the race 
(above all if this one takes place in a warm place) by 
salting a little bit more your meals.

Too acidifying daily food :
Avoid excess of meet and cheese which are aci-
difying aliments. Choose vegetables, each of your 
dishes mush have vegetables and eat 3 fruits a day. 
Avoid drinking acid drinks during a race because 
they reinforce blood acidity already caused by lac-
tic acid during an effort. Privilege neutral PH drinks 
such as HYDRIXIR® ANTIOXYDANT.

A lack of rest between two sessions :
After an effort, the restoration of your hydric asset 
must be as precocious as possible, together with a 
reconstitution of glycogen reserves and a repair 
of protein deterioration (muscular micro-lesions). 
Right after the session, the RECOVERY DRINK 
hydrates you and brings you minerals, glucoses, 
proteins in order to accelerate recovery.

Absence of warm-up :
The start of a triathlon is violent, everyone wants to 
have a good start on the swim and beginners have a 
tendency to follow the rhythm enforced by the best 
swimmers. It is essential to warm up at least 20 mi-
nutes before the race in order to prepare your mus-
cles.

Unadapted material (size of the bike...), bad 
position on the bike or recent change of 
material.

Lack of training or unadapted training (lack 
of stamina, lactic sessions...). 

Too intense training during the 5 days prior 
to the race.



CANNONDALE

The Xterra circuit is becoming famous in Europe and the events are following 
each other... This month, Cannondale is in the renewal. No Slice RS, no Super-
six Evo, but a brand new F-Si, the new reference on XTerra. 

F-Si 29 Carbon Team

MATERIAL TEST

Tested by Sébastien RODRIGUEZ, pictures Jacvan and SR@copyrights
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http://www.cannondale.com/


Carbon frame kit FSI 1022 grENVE Carbon wheels 29 inch

Lock the fork to the handlebar

MATERIAL TEST

Presentation It’s not a try for Cannondale in this field. The 
F29 now on the marketplace is always a refe-
rence regarding lightness and rigidity. Howe-

ver, the brand has decided to make it better. Result: 
the F-Si, an even faster and handy bike. 
The F-Si improves even more the performances 
of its previous model in hills and downhills. With 
always more technical races, the new bike had 
to be handier for very technical downhills. Even 
if you can loose a race in a downhill, very often 
you can really win in uphills. It was essential that 
the bike offers an optimum yield of the developed 
power. Knowing all of that, Cannondale uses a sys-
tem integration and reorganizes the geometry of 
the frame in order to offer a better maneuverabi-
lity, a strong traction and speed. 
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Stem Cannondale OPI Adjustable

Images of the Carbon Team equipment 

Cannondale Lefty fork SAVE2

http://www.sciconbags.com
http://www.belman.be/


Technical characteristics

Rather than limit to standards, Cannondale ap-
plies its system integration in the conception of 
bikes. It allows to develop technologies of com-
ponents and frames as a whole. The Cannondale 
F-Si is not different because it was conceived with 
the main innovating technologies such as the new 
Lefty 2.0, the saddle SAVE 2 and the new System 
29 geometry... Moreover, the F-Si has shorter ba-
sis (429 mm) on the market for the race category 
XC. The transmission by asymmetric integration of 
the bike was displaced of 6mm outwards with a new 
Hollowgram spider. The transmission goes with a 
brand new back extremity. It means a more rigid, 
more resistant back wheel, but also a handier bike, 
without compromise. 

In action

All of this is very nice, but the moment we were 
all expecting is coming : riding this F-Si! The first 
goose bump comes even before climbing on the 
bike, but in the garage when you lift it... This moun-
tain bike is lighter than the bike we use everyday... 
On the road... Wait and see!
A simple few kilometers trail is enough to convince 
us of the interest of the mono chainring. What an 
easy use, no headache! And it’s beautiful, the bike is 
clean, as the handlebars, it’s appreciable. 
When riding such a bike, we couldn’t resist very 
long before pushing this machine harder. It is the 
right moment, we are still on a rolling and not tech-
nical trail, a frequent configuration on XTerra. We 
could fear it, but the mono chainring is enough for 
these very rolling parts, thanks to a new 11 speeds 

Sram 11 speed transmission XX1 
10-42

Cannondale BB30 crankset 
Hollowgram Si single-pan

Hydrolic disc brake Sram XX

MATERIAL TEST

Saddle post Cannondale curved 
save2
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http://www.overstims.com/
http://castelli-cycling.com/en/home/
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MATERIAL TEST

Sram cassette with a start at 10 gear teeth. The bike 
yield is also very good, the frame is absolutely not 
moving, the blocked Lefty fork doesn’t give any 
sign of pumping. The more the speed is increasing, 
the more we feel the benefits of the 29 inches, we 
feel a kind of inertia which helps to maintain the 
speed. 
Now we arrive on more technical parts, with stron-
ger percentages, with rocks, with roots and a few 
narrowing. The lightness of this F-Si then becomes 

a real advantage, it is very easy and a real pleasure 
to ride this bike. When we stand up on the pedals, 
this Cannondale reacts very quickly, every effort is 
transmitted to the bike, with a surprising motivity. 
Even if the bike is imposing, in particular with the 
29 inches wheels, you can completely forget it on 
the narrow parts. We never feel handicapped by a 
lack of maneuverability of this F-Si. Its lightness 
and motivity allow us to place the wheels exactly 
where we want. Once again, the mono chainring is 

http://www.castelli-cycling.com
http://www.europium.fr/


ideal. It allow us to only think about our steering, 
without worrying about the gear ratio, the chain 
crossing, and so on... 
If the 11speeds Sram cassette had seduced us on 
flat parts, it is also dreadful in stronger percen-
tages. With a big gearwheel of 42 gear teeth, des-
pite the simple chainring, you climb up to the trees, 
and once again with no fear to attack a slope on 
the wrong development. When it becomes really 
too hard to go on the bike, the lightness of this F-Si 
becomes a weapon! Lift this bike, put it on your 
shoulder, run, it won’t require any unnecessary 
waste of energy.
Now we’ve been climbing a lot, we’ll have to go 
down. Despite our quite hazardous technique and 
a quite scavenger field, this Cannondale F-Si ma-
nages to give us confidence very quickly. First, the 
lefty 2.0 fork is very efficient, comfortable and pre-
cise. It is prolonged by the Cannondale integrated 
stem which makes the whole very homogeneous. 
The steering then is very fluid, and doesn’t de-
mand any particular effort, we can focus only on 
our trajectories. The 29 inches wheels are again a 
precious advantage, in particular for non-techni-
cians. Crossings are easier, descents don’t «rough 

MATERIAL TEST
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DUATHLON

5km  •  15km  •  2.5km
Sunday, July 27th 2014

LONG DISTANCE

2.2km  •  115km  •  22km
Wednesday, July 30th 2014

CHILDREN

Kids triathlon
Tuesday, July 29th 2014

SHORT DISTANCE

1.2km  •  30km  •  7km
Thursday, July 31st 2014

TRIATHLON FESTIVAL
Register on www.alpetriathlon.com for

July 27th  31st 2014
9

http://youtu.be/qYHf7GT0-qE
http://www.ceramicspeed.com
http://www.alpetriathlon.com/fr


up» as much, and above all, the bike is more tole-
rant to small steering mistakes. Several times, we 
were about to fall down, but no, every time the bike 
stood up on its wheels. 
We’ve tried almost everything, flat, hills, descents, 
technics, stairs, crossings, liftings... There’s nothing 
to say, we haven’t found any weakness to this new 
F-Si. 

Price

This Cannondale F-Si Carbon Team is light, han-
dy, fast. It is equipped with very high quality ma-
terial and is irreproachable in every situations. It 
is the ideal bike for every lovers of XTerra, but this 
dream won’t become true for everybody. Indeed, 
this level of performance has a price, you will have 
to count 6999 euros to have this jewel! Cannondale 
has created less prestigious declinations, but also a 
luxurious mounting in... electrics:

 F-Si 29 Carbon Black Edition (Di2)   9,999 euros
 F-Si 29 Carbon Team            F29         6,999 euros
 F-Si 29 Carbon 1                    F29          5,299 euros
 F-Si 29 Carbon 2                    F29         4,499 euros

Conclusion

We’ve been really seduced by this new Cannondale 
F-Si Carbon Team, but how could it be different? 
A very light bike, equipped with premium mate-
rial, handy and with an incredible yield, what more 
could we ask for? Technically, this bike has every-
thing to become the triathlete’s reference on XTer-
ra circuits and other «eco-triathlons». 

For us, it will be very hard to abandon this F-Si. 

MATERIAL TEST
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Registrations are open now!

Challenge returns to Denmark 13.06.2015
Race the half- or the full distance as individual or as part of a relay team

http://www.challengedenmark.dk/
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On CloudSurfer
Shoes
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She is runner for her leisure, essentially to stay 
fit. She mainly does 20 minutes to1 hour jogs, 
with very few intensity. Her paces vary from 5 
to 7 minutes per kilometer. She is essentially 
looking for a comfortable shoe, with a good drop 
shot, allowing her to have pleasure during her 
whole run.

This month, we’ve tried pretty funny 

shoes, the On cloudSurfer. This model 

was presented to us like being very 

polyvalent, as well adapted for beginners 

as for professionals. We’ve decided to do 

a crossed testing with two completely 

different triathletes.

Presentation

For this test, we’ve decided not to give you all the technical characteristics of this On 
Cloudsurfer. Instead, we will present you our testers in order to better understand why 
we’ve done this crossed testing. For more information on this model, you can have a 

look on the website of the brand :

https://www.on-running.com/fr-fr/products/cloudsurfer 

One is a woman, the other a man.

He is a competitor triathlete, mainly looking for 
performance. His trainings go from simple jogs to 
MAV sessions on the track. His paces vary from 3 to 
5 minutes per kilometer. He is looking for dynamic 
shoes allowing him however to hold on long distances. 

Test realized by Laura PEYRAS and Sébastien RODRIGUEZ, 
pictures jacvan@copyrights.
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https://www.on-running.com/fr-fr/products/cloudsurfer
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When you open the box, the reaction is «not 
bad!!!». The color is very nice, feminine but 
not too much, and much more beautiful than 
on the website. The shoe’s cut is very dynamic 
and sporting. We just want one thing, it is to 
put them on right away and go for a run!  

First contact

MATERIAL TEST

The first thing I think when I open the box 
is «whaoooooo». They give off a real feeling 
of performance, and above all, they are 
not following what can be done among its 
competitors. The «clouds» under the shoe 
play an important part, that’s for sure, but also 
the general design. I like very much this very 
sober black/grey with this flashy yellow. 
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In action

The first strides with this shoe are not common. 
We discover a «new way of running». Indeed, 
the «clouds» under the sole produce an 
effect instantaneously. We feel amortized and 
propelled in the meantime, 
which is very agreeable. 
Once the foot touches the 
ground, we don’t feel any 
violent shock, and when 
we give an impulse we 
discover a little help!
Despite the fact that I 
don’t practice running in 
competition but only for 
my pleasure, the dynamism 
of this On Couldsurfer has 

made me want to run faster! I’ve taken more 
pleasure than with a classical pair of running 
shoes. 

As regard comfort, the 
shoes are adapted for the 
shape of the foot. Nothing 
is moving, the maintaining 
is excellent and they are 
very light.
The shoes are adapted to 
every fields and distances. 
Whether we run on roads 
or on trails, the quality is 
the same.

The first strides are quite confusing, the pose 
of the foot is very well amortized, but the 
propulsion is very firm. On a stride, it’s as 
if we were taking other shoes, going from a 
comfort model to a minimalist model. Once 
assimilated, the feeling is quite agreeable.

We should note that 
this Coudsurfer has a 
relatively light drop 
(7mm), which doesn’t 
denature too much your 
way of running and 
facilitates a mid-foot 
attack.

I particularly liked these 
shoes during my long runs. 
They give a drop shot, lightness, and above all 
stability. I was fearing that when I first saw 
the shoes, but the stability is excellent, even 
for me who have a strong pronation. If the 
Cloudsurfer is very agreeable at slow pace, it 
is even more when the rhythm is higher. The 

lightness and the firmness of this ON when 
you propel make it really dynamic. 
There is nothing to criticize about these 
shoes, I used them on all my sessions, from 
the jogging to the MAV session, they were 
efficient and agreeable in every situations. 

I’m lucky enough 
to already know the 
brand to have an ON 
Cloudracer dedicated to 
competition. Obviously, 
for track sessions or short 
competitions, I prefer 
to use the latter which is 
more «minimalist». 
For everything else, the 
Cloudsurfer is more 

adapted. If I should have only one pair of 
shoes, I would choose this Cloudsurfer.

Last but not least for a triathlete, this shoe is 
also very comfortable without socks, a real 
slipper.

At first sight, these two profiles are absolutely not looking for the same pair of running shoes. Let’s see 
if this On Cloudsurfer will achieve to seduce them both? 
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Price

The pair of Cloudsurfer costs a little less than 150€, 
which corresponds to the average of the market for pre-
mium running shoes. For this price, you will have the 
choice between four colors for men, and also four for 
women.

Conclusion

As weird as it seems, this model can satisfy two totally 
different types of runners. It is mainly due to the unique 
technology of ON with its «clouds», which allows a drop 
shot only when we need it. The «clouds» allow to the 
shoes to absorb the power during the impact and to res-
titute it during the propulsion. It gives them comfort 
and dynamism. Until then, you had to choose your shoes 
according to one or another of these criteria, according 
to your level, your practice, the distance... Which obliged 
the most meticulous runners to run with several pairs of 
shoes. With these ON, it is not so true, the Cloudsurfer 
can do everything, even if the purists will always prefer 
a more minimalist pair of shoes, in some situations. For 
them, the CloudRacer seems to be the ideal complement. 

If you had «your head in the clouds», with this ON 
Cloudsurfer, your feet will also be.
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Cushioned landing, firm takeoff.
   Swiss Engineering

https://www.on-running.com/fr-fr
http://youtu.be/IB2xQ13Lm6Q


http://www.mathot.lu
http://huubdesign.com/

